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DBS155

DBS161

DBS165

Multi-directional 2 part lights can be placed at any location

DBS167

large deep cycle LiFePo4 battery = 5 days autonomy when fully charged by sun

DBS170

DBS168

DBS Bollard

Optional extras

£85.00 60mm straight galanized post

£105.00 76mm straight galanized post

£145.00 89mm straight galvanised post

£14.50 89mm cement base plate Dragons Breath Solar lights

£74.00 76mm anti-climb spike Shipping costs and vat are not included

£79.00 89mm anti-climb spike Contact detail: 01646 600151

info@solardragons.co.uk

E&OE

DBSbollard pre assembled bollard lights (260mm dia x 360mm high)

DBSbollard pre assembled bollard lights (260mm dia x 600mm high)

DBSbollard pre assembled bollard lights (260mm dia x 900mm high)

DBS167C90 Li clamp on type 76-89mm | Large power generation upto 2025lm

DBS170D Slot on one piece lithium powered (fixed over top of 89mm column)

DBS180D Slot on one piece lithium powered (fixed over top of 89mm column)

deep cycle LiFePo4 battery = 2-3 days autonomy when fully charged by sun

DBS168C Special one piece sd security camera light unit (fixed onto 76mm column) 80w power generation

DBS161B80 Li all terain 76-89mm clamp on post fixing | Power generation upto 1600lm

All with deep cycle LiFePo4 battery = 2-3 days autonomy when fully charged by sun

DBS165M80 Standard pre assembled multi-directional (76-89mm column fixing) | power generation 1360lm

DBS165M115 High performance pre assembled multi-directional (76-89mm column fixing) | power generation 1700lm

deep cycle LiFePo4 battery = 2-3 days autonomy when fully charged by sun

DBS167C80 Li clamp on type 76-89mm | Large power generation upto 1800lm

DBS150-170 pre assembled range one piece & two part lithium solar lights

DBS155 Li  76mm column/post fixing | Power generation upto 780lm

deep cycle LiFePo4 battery = 1-2 days autonomy when fully charged by sun

DBS161B60 Li all terain 76-89mm clamp on post fixing | Power generation upto 960lm

DBS161B70 Li all terain 76-89mm clamp on post fixing | Power generation upto 1280lm

https://www.dragonsbreathsolar.co.uk/product/caravan-path-lighting/
https://www.dragonsbreathsolar.co.uk/product/retro-street-lighting/
https://www.dragonsbreathsolar.co.uk/product/communal-solar-street-lighting/
https://www.dragonsbreathsolar.co.uk/product/solar-powered-led-lighting/
https://www.dragonsbreathsolar.co.uk/product/solar-comunity-street-light/
https://www.dragonsbreathsolar.co.uk/product/solar-light-with-camera/
https://www.dragonsbreathsolar.co.uk/product/bollard-solar-lighting/
mailto:info@solardragons.co.uk
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DBS1201

DBS1202

DBS1204

12w LED to match location needs using 100-175w generation batteries 60Ah P.b or 30Ah Li

DBS1208
Available in 15-30w LED to match location needs

DBS1209

DBS1210

DBS101 DBS101 - bespoke multi-directional light (Retro fit kit) 89mm post fixed

Available in 6w - 8w - 10w - 12w - 15w LED to match location needs using 115-160w generation

DBS801 DBS801 - bespoke multi-directional ultra thin vandal resistant light (Retro fit kit) 89mm post fixed

Available in 6w - 8w - 10w  LED to match location needs using 110w generation

DBS901 DBS901 - bespoke multi-directional light kit 89mm top of post fixed

Available in 6w - 8w - 10w  LED to match location needs using 115w generation

Dragons Breath Solar lights

Shipping costs and vat are not included

Contact detail: 01646 600151

info@solardragons.co.uk
E&OE

Available in 12w, 18w and 24w LED to match location needs

DBS120180li - bespoke multi-directional area light 12w (Retro fit kit) 76-89mm post fixed

DBS120180Pb - bespoke multi-directional area light 12w (Retro fit kit) 76-89mm post fixed

DBS bespoke range P.b & lithium solar light kits

DBS1204115li - bespoke multi-directional 115w street light (top of post kit) 89-100mm post

DBS1204175 - bespoke multi-directional 175w street light (top of post kit) 89-100mm post

DBS1208115P - bespoke multi-directional 360 degree light (top of post kit) 100mm post

DBS1209300Pb - bespoke multi-directional commercial light 24w (top of post kit) 100-114mm post

Available in 12w, 18w and 24w LED to match location needs

DBS1210300li - bespoke multi-directional commercial light 24w (top of post kit) 100-114mm post

Off until required, to match location needs

DBS1202100Pb - multi-directional flashing warning light 100mm (Retro fit kit) 60-89mm post fixed

DBS1202200Pb - multi-directional flashing warning light 200mm (Retro fit kit) 60-89mm post fixed

DBS1202300Pb - multi-directional flashing warning light 300mm (Retro fit kit) 60-89mm post fixed

Available in orange flashing LED blink once every second

DBS1204115P - bespoke multi-directional 100w street light (top of post kit) 89-100mm post

https://www.dragonsbreathsolar.co.uk/product/solar-parking-lot-light/
https://www.dragonsbreathsolar.co.uk/product/solar-safety-security-light/
https://www.dragonsbreathsolar.co.uk/product/dragons-breath-street-lights/
https://www.dragonsbreathsolar.co.uk/product/precinct-solar-street-light/
https://www.dragonsbreathsolar.co.uk/product/lighting-car-parks/
https://www.dragonsbreathsolar.co.uk/product/solar-led-lighting/
https://www.dragonsbreathsolar.co.uk/product/multi-directional-solar-lighting/
https://www.dragonsbreathsolar.co.uk/product/vandal-resistant-solar-lighting/
https://www.dragonsbreathsolar.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/DRAGONS-BREATH-SOLAR-1204115-bespoke-multi-directional-solar-lighting-system.pdf
mailto:info@solardragons.co.uk

